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IMPULSE RESPONSE IDENTIFICATION AND CAUSALITY
DETECTION FOR THE LYDIA-PINKHAM DATA*
BY P. E.CAINt's,S. P.SErlit ANDT. W.
The Lydia-Pinhham data is analysed using a recently deb'elopedsvsieui identijication algorithm.
For an observed time series this yields an estimate of the process impulse response which we
argue is a more robust modeling device than the traditional autoregressive moring average
modelfor econometric lime serie.c. Our results are compared with some earlier results for the
Lydia-Pinkhain time series. Further, a new muliivar.ate causality lest on the data dramatically
reveals a uni-directional c-aural relationship from log-advertising espenditure to sales.
I.INTRODUCTION
One of the most important marketing problems concerns the determina-
tion of the best advertising policy. A crucial element in this problem is
the relationship between advertising and sales. To quote Bass [4]:
"There is no more difficult, complex, or controversial problem in
marketing than measuring the influence of advertising on sales. There
is also probably no more interesting or potentially profitable mea-
surement problem than this one."
The purpose of this paper is to identify and estimate the dynamic
sales-advertising relationships from the Lydia-Pinkham time-series data
and draw conclusions about the lag structure and the direction of causal-
ity in these relationships.
The Lydia-Pinkham data was first analysed systematically by Palda
[23] and subsequently a number ot' times by other workers.For these and
other related studies, the reader is referred to a survey by Clarke [14].
In this paper we use a new statistical system identification technique that
is especially suited to identifying systems driven by correlated noise.The
correlation between residuals was, of course, a problem confronting pre-
vious analyses of the Lydia-Pinkham data. Further, we believe that a large
class of estimation techniques actually identify the so-called impulse re-
sponse of the systems generating the observations [7]. As aresult we com-
pare our estimates of the impulse response betweenadvertising expendi-
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jture and sales for the fdia-Pinkham data with thoseimplicitly estimated
by Palda. This comparison results iiithe general agreement thatwas ex-
pected. Finally, we employa multivariahle identification technique to
analyc the causality rdationship between saksarid advertising for the
Lydia-Pin kham time seriesusing a recently completed theory of causal-
ity [8,9, 10, 17, 30). This analysis dramaticallyreveals a uni-d,rectjojitl
causality from the logarithm of advertising expendituresin dollars (pos-
sibly a surrogate of effective advertising) andsales measured directlyin
dollars.
2. PREvious ANALYSES 01: TIlELYDIA-PINKflAI DATA
Palda's work [23) was the fIrstimportant empirical research which
found support for the existence ofcarry-over effects of advertising. For
his analysis Palda chose theLydia-Pinkharn data and Koyck'sdistributed lag scheme [20].! This scheme simplifiedthe linear distributed lagmodel
considerably by convertinga large number of (lagged)exogenous vari-
ables into a model with onlyone lagged and one non-laggedexogenous variable. While the schemeoversimplifies the dynamics of thesales-
advertising relationship, itmay have been necessary to employsuch a scheme given the state-of-the-artin statistical estimationat the time of
Palda's study. l'heuse ofa greatly simplified model avoids theissue of the
proper number of lagged terms to includein the regressions.
Of the large number ofregressions which he ran, Paldaselected those having the best fittingestimates, i.e., with the largestcoeflIcicnts of deter- mination R2. Thesewere referred to as KOYK, KOYLI,KOYL2, and KOYLDIF and are describedin Section 5 below. Forthe final compari-
son, he also included KOYL2 Ylessfor its superior forecastingperfor- mance. The criterion for thiswas the Measure of PercentageErior (MPE). Since this was computedon the basis of one observationonly it is judged,
however, to be lackingany statistical meaning.
Clarke and McCannintroduced a 'current-effect'model 113,p. 136] to challenge Palda's results.Given the negative signsof regression coetli- cient when lagged advertisingvariables are included [23,p. 90; 15, p. 135], Clarke and McCannsuspected the validity of theKoyck scheme for the effect of advertisingon sales. In theircurrent effect model. Clarkeand McCaiin assumeda serially correlated noisestructure to account for carryover effects. Using themethod of frequencydomain regression (FDR), they concludedthat Palda's coeflicient(.537) of current advertis- ing in his KOYKmodel was l7') lowerthan theirs (.642)and that Palda's
tThe Koyckscheme assumesgeometrically declining futureeffects;i C.,itassumes
IA, 0< A < I. in S= k
148coefficient of lagged sales (.628) indicated alongercarryover than one
year obtained withFDR.
In an answer to Clarke and McCann, 1-louston and Weiss 1191 de-
veloped a model basedonthe theoretical rationale provided by Kuehn,
McGuirc and Weiss [211. According to them, the coefficient of lagged
sales is interpreted as the proportion of consumers whoare habitually
repeating a purchase. Thus, the carry-over ellectis modelled directly
rather than through a geometric decay of advertising etrectiveness as in
Palda. Houston and Weiss USC a nonlinear least squares method to obtain
the maximum likelihood estimates of parameters. They claim to find
(I) the presence of serially correlated error terms and (ii) importantcarry-
over cirects associated with advertising expenditures, although not neces-
sarily of Koyck type.
The dynamics of the sales-advertising relationship is still not fully
understood. This is possibly because (i) the estimation techniques used
to date have not dealt adequately with correlated errors (ii) autoregres-
sive moving-average (ARM A) models rather than inipulseresponses have
been the object of the estimation exercises and (iii) the data blocksare
very short considering the number of parameters that may be necessary to
represent the dynamical relationships involved. A new technique which is
now being made available is the Cholesky Least Squares (CLS) method
17]. This algorithm is described in the next section and is applied to the
Lydia-Pinkham data in Section 4.
3.Moouuir'cMETH0I)oIocy
3.1impulseResponsesand Rational Transfer Functions
We take as our basic system model a linear system with the input-
output relationship
(3.1.1) 1,=cy9U, +a1U,_1+cl1J,2 + .. .,for alit,
whereY is theoutput process andU the input process. Clearly a unit im-
pulse input sequence ii= {1,0.0, . ..]commencing at the instant tyields
the impulse response S= .at the system output commenc-
ing at the instanti.This, incidentally,isalso the starting point for
Palda's discussion of distributed lag systems.
We can compactly represent the entire history of the output sequence





then it is easy to see that by equating powers of:' we obtain
(3.1.2) Y(z) = a(z) 11(z).
Notice that the system (3.1.2) must he non-anticipative because a(:)con-
tains no negative powers of z (see e.g. [13, II ]).
The obvious problem with (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) from a conceptualand
computational viewpoint is that the sequence a=fa0, a',. .4,equiva-
lently the power series a(z), requires an infinite sequence of realnumbers
for its description. There arc two useful solutions to this problem: (i)As-
sume that the magnitude of the a, terms decay and hence truncate a(z)to
= a1z',where Iaf for i > M for some small> 0, (ii)
Assume that the function a(z) is a rational function ofz and hence that
there exists a numerator polynomial(z) = 0fl,z' arid denominator
polynomial '(z)= yz' (where n denotes the maximum degree of the
two polynomials) such that a(z)=(z)/'y(z). Notice that alternative (I)
may be viewed as a special case of (ii) by setting $(z)a(z) and
= 1.
If we assume that the system output (inour case sales) is disturbed
by a noise process which hasa rational spectrum, we obtain [I I] the basic
rational transfer function representation
(3.1.3) Y(z) - 11(z)it(z)
((2) 'y(z) v(z)
for the output process Yinterms of the observed inputprocess U and the
unobserved input noise processc, where E, = s,,, where,, =Iif
t = s and 0 otherwise.
When (3.1.3) is written in theform
(3.1.4) y(z)i'(z) Y(z)=$(z)P(z)U(z) +t(z)-y(z)(z)
we see that (3.1.4) is just the familiarauto-regressive moving average
(ARMA) system model [6].
Most parameter estimationtechniques for stochasticprocesses pos- sessirig ARMt\representations also yield estimates of thesystems impulse
response. It is argued in [7] that estimatesof a system impulseresponse
are "robust" with respect to largealterations in the ARMA modelorders; see also [24]. In completecontrast to this, estimates ofARMA model
parameters vary greatly withrespect to order specifications Theobject, of course, in altering the orders ofthe Polynomials inan ARMA model is to achieve the importantmodeling goal of betterprediction performance
150and 'whiter' residuals. Butwe wish to emphasize that the result ofthis process is in fact better estimates of theunderlying system i'npulere-
sponse and not closer estimates of thetrue ARMA model which maypos- sess a totally different structure. Thisobservation would appear to have
consequences concerning the behaviouralinterpretation of ARMA mod-
els in several areas ofeconometrics in addition toour immediate concern
of advertising models. This isdiscussed further in Section 5.3.
3.2 The ('Izo/esky LeastSquares Algorithm
The identification experimentson the Lydia-Pinkham data described
in this paper use a recentlydeveloped parameter estimationalgorithm. It is called the Cholesky LeastSquares (CI,S) algorithm and isdescribed in
greater detail in [71. In thispaper, we merely give a very brief descrip-
tion of its operation.
Following the notation in theprevious subsection,assume that we have a single input singleoutput system defined as follows:
(3.2.1) a(z)Y(z) = b(z)U(z) + c(z)t(z)
whereY(z)} and fU(z) are theoutput and input sequences respectively,
(z)is a white noisesequence, and, as before, a(z), b(z), c(z)are the
polynomials that describe the AR. MA,and noise MA coefficients ofthe
system, respectively. Suppose c(z)1; if we try to make estimate of the
a(z) and b(z) polynomials usingthe original data andsome standard
least squares techniquewe will introduce bias into the estimates andthe
estimates are not consistent. Away to overcome this problem is totrans- form the data by operati.gwi a filter ê'(z), where(z) is an estimate of
c(z). Let yF(Z)ê-'(z) Y(z) and U'(z)= ê'(z)tJ(z),then d(z) and b(z)
are estimated by least squares on the filtereddata Y'(z), U(z); this results
in
(3.2.2) a(z)YF'(z)= b(z)U'(z) +(z)
where (z) is the z-transform ofthe resulting residualsequence. If(z) =
c(z) and the orders of â(z) andb(z) equal the true orders ofa(z) and
b(z), respectively, then standardleast squares theory shows that theresult-
ing estimates of a(z) and b(z)are consistent.
In the CLS methoda sequence of estimates(z) of c(z) is obtained
by directly computing the Choleskyfactors2 of the autocovariancematrix
of the residuals w(z) [26, 22, 7J,where w(z) is defined by
(3.2.3) w(z) = â(z) Y(z)-(z) U(z),
2A Cholesky factor ofa symmetric positive definite matrix R is that uniqueupper triangular matrix L with positive elementson the main diagona' such that LiiR.
151j and the autocovariance matrix I?,,is such that theth diagonalis g!ven
by an estimate of E(w( j) w(/ + 1)). At each iteration of thealgorithm
the filter(z) generated at its previous iteration is used to generate Y'(:)
and L' 1(z). d(z) and b(z) are then estimated from (3.2.2) usinga least
squares algorithm. w(z) and(z) are then generated from (3.23) and the
entire process repeated until a convergence criterion is satisfied. Weset
(z)I initially.
Clearly when the orders of a(z) and b(z) are set to incorrectvalues
this method, like all others, cannot be consistent. A theoreticalanalysis of
the consistency of the technique and the behavior of the resultingesti-
mates of the impulse response is presently being carried out. Highlysatis-
factory Simulation results are presented in [71.
Model Order Deter,nination
Several techniques have recently been devised to determinethe ap-
propriate model orders. These techniques are based essentiallyon some
scheme that weighs the variance of the residuals of the fIttedmodel against
the total number of parametersfitted[1,24, 12}. We have adapted
Akaike's Final Prediction Error technique (FPE)II] to lit into our CL.S
algorithm. The estimated FPEmeasure is computed as
(3.2.4) FPE -N + ft ++ ? + 1
'Nft.-Q--_ I
where N is the number of data points:ft is the estimate of p. the true
order of the AR part of the model;Q is the estimate of q, the true order
of the MA part of the model: ? isthe estimate of r, the true order ofthe
noise regression, and &? is the sampledvariance of the filtered datare-
siduals, i.e.,
=.L =L± 1-1Y(z) -1
(J(z)1 N , N,[(z) ê(z)
In the complete CLS algorithmp and q are alternately increasedup to a
value of 5 and for each pairof (p, q) the FPE is computedfor values of r
up to 4. (The values 5 and 4arc, of course, arbitrary.) The set of values
yielding the lowest valuedFPE are taken as the estimatesofp, q and r.
Multi- Output S'st,s
A inultivariable version ofthe CLS algorithm is used inthe causality test in Section 4. Itestimates the polynomialsa1(z),a0(z) and the
matrix of polynomials B(z)by identifying row byrow the model
A(z) Y(z)= diag(a1(z)) Y(z) = 8(z) U(z)+ C(z)(z)
152.Ca
using the single outputprogram repeatedly, where n0 is the dimension of
the output process V. Thematrix ('(z)is then estimated by takinga
Cholesky factor of the covariance ofthe vector residualsequence IV(z)
A (z) Y(z)R(z) ('(z) with a suitablenuni her of diagonals.
4. CO1pUTATlONA1 Ri:sui.rs
In this section, wepresent the results of the application of the
Cholesky Least Squares algorithmto the Lydia-Pinkharn data 123,p. 23].
This data set consists of annualend of year sales and advertising forthe
years 1907 to 1960 inclusive. This providesa set of 54 data points. In
terms o thousands of dollars the sales havea maximum value of 3438, a
minimum value of 921 anda mean value of 1840. For the advertisingex-
penditures these figures are 1941, 339and 941, respectively.
In addition to advertising expenditure,we followed Palda in taking
three dummy, or "ofl"--"on",variables as causal factors. Thesecor-
responded to three successive periods inwhich the quality of the advertis-
ing copy for the vegetablecompound was significantly different. Inturn
these periods correspond to timesat which the company made different
claims in its advertisingcopy in response to varying policies of the FDA
and later the FTC. Palda's three dummyvariables were labeled Dl -D3
and were prescribed as follows: Dl hasthe value I from 1908 to 1914 and
was zero otherwise, D2 has the value I from1915 to 1925 and was zero
otherwise and D3 has the value I from1926 to 1940 and waszero other-
wise.
We did not follow Palda in takingeither disposable income ora time
trend variable as causativeor explanatory variables. This was due to the
fact that out of Palda's five bestmodels with which we were concerned.
only two contained time trend, andof these only one contained dis-
posable income.
All the time series whichwe used were centered by subtracting on'
their mean values beforeany regressions were computed. This merely has
the effect of removing the constantterm which appears on the right hand
side of Palda's equations.
4.1Log-advertising Relazed to Sales
In this section U denotes the centeredlog-advertising variable and S
the centered sales variable. The D variablesare also centered. Note that in
the present version of the CLS algorithm,standard errors of the param-
eter estimates are not available. These will begenerated by a forthcoming
modified version of the algorithm.
'53I
Order and Parameter Est irnat ion Using the ('ho/eskv Least Squares
Technique
For the initial values p = 1, q = Owe obtainedr =4and the model:
(4.1.1) S, - O.615S,_= 822.175 U, 179.8590,' + l46.46lD
- 65.683D + 145.355, ± 40.408,_ + 7.857,,
+ O.56I,+ 5.799,_4
The next model was obtained when the Akaike FPE attained a local
minimum[7}and the residual error sequence was found to he uncor-
related at the5level 2, 6J.The values ofp, q, r were3.I. 4 and the
resulting model was
(4.1.2) S, - l.054S,+ O.l49S,_2 + O.l73S,_= 1434.133(1,
l1O8522U,- 331.682D,' + 169.021D,'1
342.O27D + 438.634D, -- 65.544/),' -+ 63.876D,'1
+ 159.934, 56.259,- 36.5O3f,_2 - 6.774,
- 0.94
The final model was obtained when both the AkaikeFPE and the
prediction error variance attained global minima[7J.However, this
model did not pass the whiteness test in contrastto model (ii) above.
The values ofp, q, r were5, 3.4.
(4.1.3) S1 - O.77OS,+ O.OIOS,2 + O.210S,3 -- O.167S,4
+ O.173S,_5 = + 1375.339(1,- 623.683U,
+ 64.019U,_2 - I5O.958U3 - 190.836D,'
+ 45.885DL1 - 278.I26D,'+ 222.961D3
201.3670,'- 135.333D,'_1 + 508.116D,'2
45.7050,'+ 4.1040,' - l76.684D,'+ 277.849D,'
- 92.l82D,'3 + 122.630(, + l3.065,_-9.353,_3
-. 36.522,- 9.947,_4
4.2Causality Experiments
There has been some discussionin the literature on the topic of the
direction of causality betweensales and advertisingexpenditures[41. Over the last fewyears a rigorous theory of causality betweenstation-
ary vector time series has beenproduced. We shall notgo into that in de-
154tail here but shall refer the reader to thepapers by Granger [17], Sims 130],
Pierce and Hough [25]. Caines [8], Caines and Chan [9,10], and Wall [31].
Granger's [21] original delInition of causality betweentwo stationary
stochastic processes is as follows: the process U drives,or is causal to, the
process S if and only if
= !I(J'[,for alik > I,
where 1Zdenotes the linear least squares estimate of theprocess
Xat the instant t + k given the observations IZ'[t (Z,, Z,_,..
This condition has the interpretation that U is causalto S if and only if es-
timates of future behavior of U given thepast history of U and S are equal
to the estimates given only to past history of U. Sims[30], Caines [8], and
Caines and Chan [9,10] produceda set of equivalent formulations of this
notion. One of these (see [9, 10]) states that (I is causalto S if and only if
the non-anticipative linear leastsquares (Wiener) filter estimating 5, from
the observations $ U'is identical to the anticipative filter whichuses the
observations U[i.e.
=,I(U'
In [9, 10] an important equivalent operational definition isgiven in
terms of the innovations representation of the joint []process. Consider
the innovations [32] or Wold [33] representationof the bivariate process
[j with respect to the bivariate orthogonalprocess :
IS1 (4.2.1)
[uj, =' +F',1+cI(,_2+
with E,= whereis a 2 x 2 matrix, and where the superscript T
denotes transpose. Then the process U drives, or is causal to. theprocess
S if the representation (4.2.1) has an upper triangular structure, i.e.
We remark that in [8,9, ID] this relationship is cilled the "feedback-
free" relation for reasons which arc explained in thosepapers.
The bivariate version of the CLS algorithm [7] identifies uniquely de-
fined models of the form
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where all the displayed functions of z in (4.2.2) are polynomials. NOW,
observed also by Wall [3!], it is clear that U drives S if and only if,(:) j
zero in this model.
We wish to emphasize that in both the theory and application of this
causality criterion the universe of observed stochastic processes is just the
set [S, U[. The questions whether (i) driving occurs via an intermediate
process, or(ii) both S and U are in some sense driven by a third process,
are not answered within this framework. Such questions may be the
most important concerns for an experimenter [16]. The fact that the
unique (cannonical) innovations representation of the OCCSS is used
in the definition above means that the theoretical question of thedirection
of causality between S and U may be answered unambiguously. Inpar.
ticular, the "observational equivalence" ambiguities iii the causalitytests
cited by Basmann [3] do not occur with our formulation. Finally,we wish
to point out that the identification of a model of the form (4.2.2) doesnot
in any way prejudice the conclusion concerning the direction ofcausality.
In fact both hypotheses "S causes U" and "Ucauses S" are nested within
the hypothesis "S and U are in general relation" (i.e.,all(z) in (4.2.2)
are non-zero). We refr the reader to Haavelomo [18] foran earlier discus-
sion of the value of nested hypotheses in modelestimation when the direc-
tion of causality is an issue.
In our experiment the CLS algorithmwas used to estimate a model of
the form (4.2.2) for the centered bivariatesales and log-advertising series.
This resulted in the following model ofthe form (4.2.2):
(4.2.3) [(I- 0.830z) 01 [sIrIo][c']
=very important result. It dramaticallreveals a causal effect between the
centered log-advertising and centered sales timeseries.
In the causality detection experimentson Gross Domestic Product
and Unemploynien described in [8,9,101, various statistical tests were
employed. Analogous tests cannot becarried out here because of the lack
of estimates of standard errors ofparameter estimates in (4.2.3). The de-
sired statistical tests will be performedlater using a modified version of
the CLS algorithm. This should alsoreveal whether the causal relation-
ship detected above is strongor weak (see [8] where strong causality is de-
fined as a causal relationship withoutinstantaneous feedback.) We would
like to remark, however, that thecausality effect in (4.2.3)appears to he
more powerful than the corresponding relationship fromGDP to Unem-
ployment obtained in [9, 101.
An identical experiment using the centeredadvertising and centered
sales series does not reveala significant causal or driving effect. This
should not cause too much surprise since thecausal relationship we are in-
vestigating is defined in terms of linearprocess representations. We re-
mark that a nonlinear generalization of thistheory has recently heeii pro-
duced [34]. The fact that the logarithmictransformation of advertising
expenditures yields such a strong causal relationshipshows that it yields a
suitable variable for alinearcausal relationship. This suggesl hypo-
theses that (I) sales are related ina direct linear fashion to a measure of
effective advertising andno:dollar advertising; (ii) ameasure of this effec-
tive advertising is a diminishingreturns to scale function such as log-
rithm. (The diminishing returns to scale effectis,ofcourse, generally ac-
cepted as being reasonable.)
We remark that other empirical studies, includingBenjamin and
Maitland [5], have used the logarithmic transformationofadvertising ex-
penditures as a resonable measureofeffective advertising. Futher, Sethi
[281 has obtained optimal advertising policies for thistype of model.
5.INTERPRETATION OF RESUlTS ANt)CoNclusioN
5.1Log-Advertising related to Sale,r
We next compare our log-advertisingto sales models with the
KOYLI and KOYLDJF models of Palda.With LI denoting the log-
advertising variable, the KOYLI Model isas follows:
(5.1.1)S1 - 0.633S,12924 + 1226 LI,- 2OD + 2l5D - l64D
(0.150) (564) (186) (130) (126)
Comparing our CLS model (4.1.1) with (5.1.1)we see that they all
possess an a1 coefficient in the neighborhood of 0.6. In fact theestimates
ofa1 differ only by 3°in the models (4.1.1) and (5.1.1).
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Order = (p,q,r) U,L',_1Ul_?U,3U,_4 t1'i-I---2r-
KOYLI(5.l.l) 226776 491 3!! l97
(1,0,0)
KOYLDIF(5.l.2) 1326691 366 193 102
Model(4.t.l) 822507 311 191 118145130 88 54 39 (!,0,4)
Model(4.l.2.j 1434403 21186 191 60112 58 tO27 (3,1,4)
Model (4.1.3) 1315435 385147 2!123 101 72 19 (5.3,4) J L
In this table V denotes the log-advertising variable.here we ignore the 0' terms for
each of the models.
The K()YLDJI: model is:
(5.1.2)S, - 0.370S,_1 =- 1903 + 0.527 (S,_1 - 0.370S,2)
(0.170)
+ I326(U, - 0.370 U,1)-4lD' +165D2 + IO8D
(552) (168) (120) (114)
In order to compare therespective truncated impulseresponses of all the
log-advertising modelswe present them in Table I.
The reader should notice thatthe operation in the KOYLDIFmodel of diffèrencing both the SandU series by (I- O.370z) leaves the U to S
impulse response unchanged.The purpose of this difTerencingin Palda's model is to obtaina suitably white residualsequence for the data on which to apply the leastsquares technique. I-lowevcr,as explained in Section 3.2, such operationsare carried out in a more flexibleand auto-
matic manner by the C1.Smethod.
From Table I wesee that the impulseresponse of (4.1. I) differs sig-
nificantly from those of(5.1.1) and (5.1.2), whilstthe impulseresponses of these latter two modelsare seen to resemble one another.
A comparison of theimpulse response of theCLS model (4.1.2) with those of the models(5.1.1) and (5.1.2) showsa difference of I 5°,, and l8°respectively between the leadingterms, aa fraction of this term in
(4.1.2). These termsare, of course, identical to theb0, or the 'feedthrough' terms, in the respectivemodels.
The final model (4.1.3)chosen by Akaike'sFPE criterion wouldap- pear to be overparamcteriied Howevcr, it issignifIcant that the impulse responses of(4. 1.2) and (4.1.3)agree to within 4°,, on the firstlerm and 70,,
158on the second term. Furthermore, the leading terms of (4.1.3) and (5.1.1)
and (5. 1.7) differ by I l°and 4°, respectively, and the third terms, i.e.,
the coeflicient of(1,, differ by 80,, and 2°,, respectively, where all per-
centages arc taken with Icspect to the leading term of (4.1 .3).
The conclusion we draw from the resultsabove is that there is rough
agreement between the models described by Palda and the models(4.1.2).
(4. I .3) presented above, given the limitedamount of data available. Note
that the Akaike criterion, which is knownto work excellently for large
samples, chose high order models for the CLS algorithm.On the face of
it the high order a(z) polynomials whichwere chosen deny the Koyck
hypothesis ofa first order geometric decay of the impulseresponse.
We have said that we view all of the estimat ionmethods in this paper
as being basically impulse response identification methods. Thereforewe
regard it as an important fact that the decay ofthe impulse response for
the models (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) chosen bythe Cl.S algorithm was approxi-
mately 30',, after one year and 15 30°,, in thesecond year as a fraction of
the leading terms. Furthermore, the succeedingterm is negative in both
models, hut is an order of magnitude smaller thanthe leading term. We
could therefore say that these two models indicatea positive carryover
effect of two years beyond the currentyear. (It is an important fact that
this observation is corroborated by the bivariatemodel (4.2.3)). The esti-
mated impulse responses for models (4.1.2) and (4.1.3)imply that adver-
tising effectiveness decays ina different Fashion than the constant 60°,,
rate of decay obtained by Palda.
It is interesting to note that the immediate gain factorof the impulse
responses of (4. 1.2) and (4. 1.3) is approximately 1350. Thismeans, for
example, that an increment from themean in advertising expenditure of
$10,000 results in. approximately,an inimediatc increase in sales, from its
mean, of $50,000. The respective figure for an advertising expenditure
increment of $100,000 is $103,000. This hasimplications for optimal
advertising policies. The reader is referredto Sethi [29) for a coniprehen-
sive survey of dynamic optimal control models in advertising.
5.2 Adverti.ring Related to Sales
An identical experiment was performed withrespect to advertising
expenditure in thousands of dollars. We shallnot describe this experi-
ment in detail but merely give the results in Table 2. This is fortwo
reasons: (i) space limitations and (ii) the fact that significantcausality
results were not obtained for this case.
5.3 Predictive versus Explanaiorj' Models
In this conclusion a remark is in orderconcerning ''explanatory''
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9advertising to sales impulse response cannot havenegative terms, i.e., if it
is assumed that those terms of behavioralsignificance in the explanatory
models cannot be negative, then techniquessuch as least squares or
Choleskv Least Squares estimationcannot in general be used. This is be-
cause, in general, rational transfer functions will yield impulseresponses
unrestricted in sign. The notable exception is that inwhich the a(z) poly-
nomial is of order one, witha1negative, and in which h(z) has positive
coefficients. Notice that all of Palda's models fallin this special class. In
general, one must either abandon the attachmentto "explanatory" mod-
els in the search for models which constitutethe best predictors, or carry
out a constrained parameter search when finding the bestpredictive model
which (I) lies in a certain model class (i.e. for givenorders of the terms
in the ARMA representation)and (ii)has an impulse response which is
positive for a prescribed number of terms. Inprinciple this task can be
accomplished by using constrained optimization routines inthe identifica-
tion algorithms. Of the two alternativecourses of action described above
we have obviously chosen the former. However, as this point isnot ap-
parently discussed in the literature, it is perhaps worthreiterating that the
choice of ARMA models with the degree ofa(z)greater than or equal to
2 will in general yield models thatare open to the objection that they do
not satisfy the requiredpositivity assumption of the "explanatory"
models.
5.4Causality
Finally we come to the impressive results of the causalityanalysis.
As we said in Section 4.2, we regard the numerical resultsfor the causality
detection experiment between log-advertising and salesas being quite re-
niarkable. They show an extremely strong linear drivingrelationship be-
tween log advertising and sales. The behavioural interpretationis that,
measured in terms of the logarithmic transformation, advertisingexpendi-
tures in thousands of dollars drive sales measured directly in thousands
of dollars. This would indicate that advertisingexpenditure decisions by
the Lydia-Pinkham management caused variationsin their sales perfor-
mance while the converse did not occur. This is in contrast to the practice
of basing advertising expenditures ona fixed percentage of sales, as has
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